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Dr Judy Clark, MSc, DPhil 
 
I am a retired academic with qualifications in science and technology policy and analysis. 
Before I retired I was Senior Research Fellow in the Department of Geography at 
University College London. Among my research interests were environmental impact 
assessment and environmental valuation. 
 
I believe the Queensway Gateway planning application should be refused, or at the very 
least deferred, because as it stands the application neither (1) establishes that there is an 
immediate local need nor (2) fully and adequately establishes the nature and significance 
of the  impact on the nature conservation interest of Hollington Valley Local Wildlife Site 
(formerly Site of Nature Conservation Importance). It thus contravenes Policy EN6 in 
the Hastings Planning Strategy1 (identical in meaning to Policy NC6 in the Hastings 
Local Plan 20042) which states: " Development proposals within or adjacent to Local 
Wildlife Sites (LWS) will only be permitted where there is a local need which 
outweighs any harm to the nature conservation interest."  . 
 
The purpose of this application to build a road to enable the development of employment 
land to its north and south5. The Hastings  Planning Strategy requires between  65,000 
and 70,000m2 of new employment floor space to be developed between 2008 and 20283. 
There are another 13 years to fulfill this requirement.  Currently, in 2015, 9,700m2 is 
available for development at North Queensway and 5,600m2 in the undeveloped part of 
Enviro213, a total of 15,300m2. Clearly another 12,000m2 from the two Queensway 
Gateway employment sites is not currently needed.   
 
At the same time, the environmental impact on the Hollington Valley, said to be "an 
invaluable and irreplaceable habitat of excellent quality and an asset for the people of 
Hastings"4, has not been fully assessed. Impacts on nature conservation of building the 
Queensway Gateway Road itself have been addressed (though in my view, the mitigation 
proposals are inadequate) but impacts from the further development of employment land 
to the north and south of Queensway Gateway have not been properly assessed. So it is 
not possible at this point to properly evaluate the harm to the nature conservation interest 
of the Hollington Valley Local Wildlife Site. .  
 
The Development  Manager's Report argues that it is only necessary to assess the nature 
conservation impact  of the Queensway Gateway alone, and not the further development, 
claiming that  the Queensway Gateway "can be considered separately from the 
development of the allocated and emerging allocation sites" (page 12).  
 
I do not agree with this argument. In the Environmental Statement5 submitted by the 
applicant it is clearly stated that the Queensway Gateway "is being constructed with the 
purpose of allowing land to be released around the road for employment use in 
accordance with the Hastings Planning Strategy." Obviously, the converse of this is that if 
no such further development were intended there would be no need to build the proposed 
road. You cannot have it both ways. Therefore the nature conservation impacts of the 
road and the further development need to be assessed together to satisfy the 



requirements of the The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) Regulations 2011.  
 
Under these Regulations the applicant is required to submit an Environmental Statement 
that "(a) that includes such of the information referred to in Part 1 of Schedule 4 as is 
reasonably required to assess the environmental effects of the development and 
which the applicant can, having regard in particular to current knowledge and methods of 
assessment, reasonably be required to compile, but (b) that includes at least the 
information referred to in Part 2 of Schedule 4;"6 (my emphasis).   
 
Part 2 of Schedule 4 describes the minimum required of the applicant. This includes the 
following7: 
"2. A description of the measures envisaged in order to avoid, reduce and, if possible, 
remedy significant adverse effects. 
3. The data required to identify and assess the main effects which the development is 
likely to have on the environment." 
 
Because the road and subsequent development have not been considered together the 
applicant has not satisfied either of these minimal requirements, let alone the wider 
requirements of Schedule 4 Part 18. It is clearly not "reasonable and conceivable that such 
matters ... can be adequately explained as and when further applications come forward in 
the future" (Development Manager's Report page 12).  
 
Moreover, it is already admitted by the applicant that the Queensway Gateway alone 
will have impacts on the nature conservation interest of the Hollington Valley Local Wildlife 
Site, including moderately adverse impacts9. In addition, it is further conceded by the 
applicant that further development is likely to cause harm, especially due to 
fragmentation of  the Hollington Valley Local Wildlife Site10. This knowledge that further 
development will cause further harm reinforces the case for considering the road and 
development of employment land as a whole.  
 
Two further points need to be recognised here. First, it is always possible that the further 
development will never take place11. If further development never takes place building the 
Queensway Gateway would degrade the nature conservation interest  quite unnecessarily.  
 
Second, were the Queensway Gateway to be considered as a stand-alone then the 
baseline for future planning applications would be Hollington Valley Local Wildlife Site 
with a road in place.  As the site would already have been degraded the significance of 
ecological impacts on the remainder of the site would in all probability be considered less 
than the significance of impacts were the road and further development considered 
together. In other words, it is likely to be easier to get planning permission for an already 
degraded Local Wildlife Site, and mitigation measures would likely be less demanding. 
  
I would therefore argue that it would be prudent to at least defer, if not refuse this 
planning application, unless and until the matters I have raised are resolved. Only 
then will it be possible to properly determine it.     
 
Finally I would like to bring to your attention paragraph 109 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework. It states that the planning system should contribute to a net gain for 
biodiversity, and contribute to the Government's commitment to halt the decline in 
biodiversity11 Hastings Borough Council's Environment and Natural Resources Manager 
submitted a comment on the applicant's Environmental Statement12. Of the matters he 



raised, I do not believe that the issues of assessing cumulative impacts and describing 
mitigation measures that would contribute to a net gain for biodiversity and wildlife have 
been adequately addressed in the Development Manager's Report. In my view it would be 
prudent to seek further advice on these matters.   
 
Summary 
The Queensway Gateway planning application contravenes Policy EN6 of the Hastings 
Local Plan because it has not been established (1) that there is a local need for it and (2) 
the harm to the nature conservation interest of the Hollington Valley Local Wildlife Site has 
not been properly and fully assessed. There are serious planning issues involved and 
unless and until these are resolved it is not be possible to determine the application. It 
should be refused, or at the very least deferred.  
 
Notes 
 
1. Hastings Planning Strategy chapter 7 paragraph 7.24 
POLICY EN6: Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) 
Development proposals within or adjacent to Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) will only be 
permitted where there is a local need which outweighs any harm to the nature conservation 
interest. The Council may attach conditions to any planning permission and/or may seek to 
enter into agreement(s) to minimise the harm and/or secure the protection, enhancement 
and management of the nature conservation interest. 
 
2. Hastings Local Plan 2004 chapter 8 page 126  
Development proposals within or adjacent to Sites of Nature Conservation Importance will 
not be permitted unless there is a local need which outweighs any harm to the nature 
conservation interest. The Council may attach conditions to any planning permission 
and/or may seek to enter into agreement(s) to minimise the harm and/or secure the 
protection, enhancement and management of the nature conservation interest. 
 
3. Hollington Valley SNCI citation, April 1998, revised September 2008.   
 
4. Hastings Planning Strategy paragraph 4.42 page 36.  
 
5. Environmental Statement Volume 1, para. 3.2.1; see also section 3.1 for references to how the 
road will accommodate access to employment land. 
 
6. The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011, page 6, 
Regulation 2(1)  
 
7. The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011, 
Schedule 4, Part 2, page 56 
 
8. The requirements of The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) 
Regulations 2011, Schedule 4, Part 1 include: 
"A description of the likely significant effects of the development on the environment, which 
should cover the direct effects and any indirect, secondary, cumulative, short, medium and 
longterm, permanent and temporary, positive and negative effects of the development, resulting 
from— 
(a) the existence of the development; 
(b) the use of natural resources; 
(c) the emission of pollutants, the creation of nuisances and the elimination of waste," (page 56) 
 
9. Environmental Statement Volume 1, chapter 11, especially paragraph 11.7.1 and table 11.7.  
 
10. Development Manager's Report page 12.   



 
11. National Planning Policy Framework chapter 11, paragrpah 109 
 
12. See Briefing Note prepared by Environment and Natural Resources Manager, 11-12-2014 and 
HS_FA_14_00832-ENVIRONMENTAL_STATEMENT_ REVISED _CHAPTER 11-358306.  
 
 


